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The Mighty Machines series. Mighty machines in full color for the kids who love them. In the Mighty

Machines series, vivid color photographs of machines at work jump off the page. Large type

describes the machines, their parts and their uses. Glossaries explain essential terms, and

suggested activities add to the fun. The big format and vibrant designs make the books perfect for

kids to read alone or share with a friend. With their lively designs and topics that are always a

favorite with kids, these books offer popular subject matter and excellent value. Traveling down the

highway, kids often see spiderlike harvesters and dust-raising tractors working in a field and wonder

what these extraordinary vehicles are doing. This book shows all kinds of wheeled farm equipment

at work, including: Tractors and their enormous wheels Plows Seed drills Field weeders and crop

sprayers Vegetable harvesters Combine harvesters Straw balers The sport and fun of a tractor race!
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This is one of my 1.5 year old's favorite bedtime books. While it is easily informative enough for a

grade schooler, the photographs and simple, straightforward explanations make it a great read for a

toddler as well. I even learned a bit about tractors and farming that I didn't know. Many other books

like this are either pedantic or too advanced -- this and the other books in this series (we also have



Bulldozers and Fire Trucks) are really a nice balance of good information and good writing.

Has large pictures of tractors but the people in the pictures appear outdated. Surprised they even

included a picture of how weeds are dealt with on organic farms instead of only mentioning the use

of crop sprayers.

Our collection started from a school book order. My 5 year old twin boys adore these books. They

are short, have simple language, and great photographs! Since my boys love tractors, this is their

favorite!

Our theme for time with our 5 grandsons was "Mighty Machines"! They got to help their Dads drive

the tractor, crawler and Mule. And...one just loved sitting on the tractor and pretending! Each family

took home this book. Camp Kimwood was fun for all ages!

It's okay but wish it had more pages for a child to read and enjoy.Would not recommend this for

older than two toddlers could have been better for content.

Wheel, wheel, and more wheels. Just what my grandson loves. Great information.

fun book for the kids with lots of facts and pictures.

My son and daughter both love the book.
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